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HikerNet

Wolfgang Leister∗

Abstract
This document describes the proposal of the mes-
saging service HikerNet enabling electronic com-
munication in areas without ordinary networking ac-
cess. The transport of the messages is based on
small devices that are carried around, and which can
exchange messages at close range based on peer-to-
peer connections in an ad-hoc network. This doc-
ument outlines how the HikerNet is designed, and
discusses the properties and limitations of the ser-
vice, as well as possible extensions.

1 Introduction

In densely populated areas our civilisation has
achieved the ability to transfer messages in nearly
real time to everybody within the reach of a net-
work. However, recipients outside the area of the
infrastructure cannot be reached easily.

To build up a networking infrastructure is expen-
sive, and for many areas it might not be worth the
investment, could be impossible, or the necessary
funding are not available, e.g., sparsely populated
areas, developing countries, on sea, deserts, etc.

Ad-hoc P2P networks can be used to build a net-
work infrastructure in the cases above, or when the
infrastructure has been destroyed, but can also be
used to build an alternative networking infrastruc-
ture to the existing networks.

We observe that even sparsely populated areas
are populated by humans, who are hiking within an
area. The idea of this proposal is to use these hikers
as bearers of electronic messages.

We illustrate this with the following example:
When hiking in a mountain area, there is usually no
coverage for GSM or other networks. In the lack of
a networking infrastructure, the sender of a message
could write a postcard and put it in the mail box of
a cabin. Some other hiker would take the postcards

∗Norsk Regnesentral, Postboks 114 Blindern, NO-0314 Oslo,
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to the next cabin, and so on, until the postcard even-
tually reaches a post office, from where it is trans-
ported to the recipient the ordinary way.

We use similar mechanisms in order to transport
electronic messages. One distinction is that elec-
tronic messages can be replicated while being trans-
ported. Using these mechanisms, our goal is to cre-
ate a network, that is affordable and that is able to
transport messages within reasonable time, reliabil-
ity and security.

2 Architecture

2.1 Basic operations

The proposed message forwarding service will be
referred to as theHikerNet . It is based on (mo-
bile) terminals attached to user transport nodes (H-
nodes), which carry the user’s incoming and outgo-
ing messages. The HikerNet infrastructure also con-
sists of inner transport nodes (N-nodes), which carry
and exchange messages for all users. The structure
of three distinct parts (terminal, H-node, N-node) is
of a conceptual nature; all three parts can be phys-
ically integrated into one device. The N-nodes im-
plement the transport system, which works indepen-
dently and automatically, and are beyond the reach
of the users.

The devices for the transport nodes (TN)1 are
supposed to be inexpensive, easy to carry, and
accessible by ad-hoc communication using radio,
or short-distance communication technologies (like
IR, Bluetooth) or possibly be operated by inserting
memory devices into a docking station. A TN device
consists of memory, a processor, and a radio trans-
mitter. The processor power and capabilities needed
are rather modest, while the memory requirements
are about some MBytes per TN. The TN devices are
supposed to have enough memory to carry a reason-
able number of messages between users.

1TN can be H-nodes and/or N-nodes.
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The TN can be integrated into communication
devices like modern mobile phones without the
need of additional hardware. The messages are
propagated using ad-hoc communication and store-
and-forward paradigms (peer-to-peer technique) be-
tween these TN devices, without the need of human
attention.

The principles of message-propagation for the
HikerNet are illustrated in Figure 1. The core of the
HikerNet is built up as follows:

• The sender uses a mobile terminal to write a
message in a MUA (mail user agent). Incom-
ing messages can be read on this terminal. The
senders and the receivers are connected to ded-
icated H-node, to which the message is trans-
ported immediately.

• A message is transferred with an ad-hoc con-
nection to N-nodes, which happen to be within
the reach of the H-node device.

• The messages are forwarded using a store-
and forward method between N-nodes. The
N-nodes automatically propagate (broadcast)
messages when within reach of each other. Af-
ter the transmission a copy of the message is
kept on the sender N-node of this transmission,
thus the message being replicated.

• Most of the physical displacement of messages
arises from the TN devices being carried.

• H-nodes only receive messages addressed to
this H-node. Since the user terminal accesses
the H-node, a message has arrived its destiny
when it has arrived at the H-node.

• The arrival of a message is acknowledged by
sending an ACK-message to the HikerNet.2

After an ACK-message arrives at a N-node, this
node will stop with further distribution of the
message, and keep the message ID for a while
in order to avoid duplicates being forwarded
later. ACK messages will be removed when the
maximum time for forwarding has elapsed.

• The messages are propagated from a TN until
an acknowledgement arrives, it is obvious that
the message cannot arrive, or the message ex-
pires.

• Messages are identified by a message ID, us-
ing the MD5 sum of the message (not using the
outer header, since its content can change dur-
ing propagation). Additionally, the message ID
is used for checking the consistency of a mes-
sage.

2These ACK-messages do not necessarily take the inverse route
of the original message.

• Messages are encrypted using public and pri-
vate keys in order to provide reasonable privacy
and security.

2.2 Extensions

Besides the core of the HikerNet we suggest the fol-
lowing extensions:

• We introduce stationary N-nodes into the
HikerNet, which are not moving. These might
be implemented with larger capacity, and serve
as message hubs3.

• We introducestationary relays which repre-
sent N-nodes being present at several locations
within an area. The manifestations of this N-
node are interconnected by some infrastruc-
ture, e.g., the Internet, and implement the same
state of this N-node at all its locations.

• We introducebridges, which are stationary re-
lays that connect several larger areas covered
by HikerNet. However, messages are only sent
to nodes that are in areas where the receiver has
been in the vicinity lately, i.e. this part of the
bridge has seen messages of this hiker. In or-
der to trigger the bridges, keep-alive messages
can be sent, which register a node at a bridge.

• We introducegateways from and to other mes-
saging services, e.g. Internet mail. The gate-
ways are H-nodes with well-known addresses
that forward messages from other services to
the HikerNet and vice versa. Address transla-
tion must be provided, e.g., using extra header
information in the messages.4 Note, that these
gateways deliver from a global service, while
the HikerNet is designed for smaller regions.
Therefore, the same principle as in bridges ap-
plies. Note also, that filters must be employed
in order to avoid spam.

• Additional use of broadcasting networks (ra-
dio, satellite, etc) would increase the connec-
tivity of the HikerNet users, since radio waves
can be sent over long distances. Broadcast
messages are sent over a broadcast carousel5

to all recipients. The broadcast carousel acts
like an N-node with one-way properties. The
HikerNet messages are encoded with relatively
low bandwidth and multiplexed with other
transmitted content. Broadcast messages can
be received by both H-nodes and N-nodes. The

3The placement of stationary N-nodes might be at cabins.
4Using this the gateway functionality can be subject to billing.
5Carousel technology is, e.g., used for broadcast within Digital

Television by DVB.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the principles of message-propagation for the HikerNet.

ACK messages for broadcast messages are sent
ordinarily by the HikerNet, in order to remove
a message from the carousel.

• We introducepublicly available terminals for
sending and receiving. The users could use a
H-node implemented as a card or memory de-
vice. The user can access the messages stored
in the H-node while using the terminal. A pub-
licly available terminal should have an N-node
integrated.

• N-nodes can be attached to other moving be-
ings and objects, such as vehicles, animals
near people that are moving within the area
(sheep, elephants, cattle, dogs, birds6 . . . ),
without harming or disturbing them. The TN
devices can be integrated with other objects,
like watches, jewellery, etc. The integration
into communication devices like modern mo-
bile phones is useful.

3 Applications

The HikerNet is designed for communication out-
side areas with ordinary communication infrastruc-
ture. However, it might be also used as alterna-
tive transport network, e.g., for avoiding costs to
providers of mobile phone networks. Note that the
traffic pattern of the bearers of TN in cities might not
be suitable for message propagation of the HikerNet,
and cause overload situations.

The HikerNet will be suitable for messages that
are not urgent, and that do not need a guarantee for
coming through. A suitable message size would be
from about some 10 Kbytes to the same size of to-
days MMS messages (up to 100 KBytes).

Besides the application of providing communica-
tion between people the HikerNet can be extended to

6See also the RFC-1149 [1].

operate as transport infrastructure for a sensor net-
work. Some H-nodes could be integrated with sen-
sors, e.g., a GPS receiver, attached, and send data
to a receiver using the HikerNet. Possible applica-
tions could include biological field studies (see the
ZebraNet [2]) or tracking of people on expeditions.

3.1 Incentives for participating

The participants in the HikerNet have an interest, to
get own messages transported. Therefore the user
transports others messages also in order to get the
system to work. The user can “buy” participation in
the system by providing transport to others. The use
of a reputation system can be considered.

The TN can be integrated into advanced mobile
phones which provide both user interface and pro-
cessing capabilities.

When a service for the HikerNet is introduced,
and is used by some communities, the introduction
of super-peers could give better connectivity, i.e.,
better access to messages. These super-peers can be
installed at places where a business (e.g., restaurant,
gas station) wants to attract customers.

3.2 Billing Models

Despite the HikerNet being intended as a system
that can be used free of charge, billing models for
message transport can be implemented, e.g., up-
front payment, billing for messages at gateways, etc.
The PKI solution (though with a rather low secu-
rity level) and rather low amounts of money make a
billing solution possible. In the most likely scenario
messages between users are for free, while gateway
services are billed for.
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4 Message Propagation

The TN are transported passively by their bearers,
and have no means of knowing of, or having an in-
fluence on the decisions of their bearers. In order
to keep the TN devices cheap, the TN do not have
knowledge of their positions, e.g., by the means of a
GPS receiver7.

The HikerNet propagates messages toward the re-
cipient, providing a reasonable level of reliability.
Messages should arrive within reasonable time. Ad-
ditionally means have to be taken to avoid overload
of the devices, and unnecessary transfers. In the ab-
sence of positioning information the use of a con-
trolled flooding-algorithm for message propagation
is suitable.

4.1 Propagation Parameters

In the TN the HikerNet uses several parameters that
control the propagation of messages:

• TTL (times to live): value is decreased each
time a message is transferred. When the value
reaches 0 the message is only transferred to H-
nodes.

• TTR (times to replicate): After each transfer
this value is set to a maximum value at the re-
ceiver. Each time the message is transferred,
the value is decreased at the sender. When the
value is 0, the message is only transferred to
H-nodes.

• EXP (expiry date): This value is a timestamp
after which the messages are no longer prop-
agated. The messages are eventually removed
from the N-nodes, when the maximum lifetime
denoted by EXP has expired. Also ACK mes-
sages with the same ID can be removed some
while8 after the message has expired.

4.2 Moments of a protocol

The H-nodes and the N-nodes implement different
roles in the HikerNet. Knowing the role and iden-
tity of the communication partners the protocol used
can be optimised. Therefore the H-node addresses
must be recognisable as such, e.g., by using a nam-
ing convention.9 The name of an N-node is not rele-

7At a later stage devices with this knowledge could be used.
However, the operation of the HikerNet does not depend on
this.

8The ACK message needs some time to arrive at the sender of
the original message.

9In the implementation we use prefixes: H for the H-nodes, and
N for the N-nodes.

vant for the functionality of the HikerNet, except for
debugging purposes.

The HikerNet is based on ad-hoc point-to-point
connections (and broadcast messages). Therefore,
the protocol should have the following characteris-
tics:

• a connection can be interrupted at any time.
This should not cause more damage than the
interrupted transfer not taking place.

• connections should be short (in terms of length
and time).

• There should be no unnecessary handshake.
• As a consequence the protocol should be as

stateless as possible.
• All TN in the vicinity should be able to listen

to a connection, and use the perceived infor-
mation, instead of making connections of their
own.

• The operation of the HikerNet should support
fragmenting messages (at application level)10.

The HikerNet protocol is based on separate mes-
sages containing protocol id, version, data length, an
opcode, and the payload. Messages are transferred
using the header, and the message as outlined in Fig-
ure 2. For the protocol to work, no particular mes-
sage sequence is required; however, announcements
instead of sending the messages directly can be used
for optimisation purposes.

The most simple case is to send a message with-
out prior negotiations between the partners (Op-
code 1). Then the receiver decides whether to keep
or discard the message.

Negotiation between partners is not required, but
would optimise the protocol as follows:

• A sender announces a message withIHAVE
msg-id [type= type] [size= size]
[to= to-address] .

• When a receiver wants to receive the message
it sendsGIVEME message-ID.

• When a node receives aGIVEME-message, it
sendsMSGmessage-ID, continued by the mes-
sage itself, including headers.11.

All involved nodes must get the chance to ex-
change messages as equal partners, since the Hiker-
Net is based on a P2P paradigm. Since the commu-
nication is based on broadcasting / multicasting, and
connection duration is assumed to be rather short,
there is no need for a protocol which uses handover
betwen TN.

10not implemented in the current prototype.
11The sender of the message is not necessarily the same that an-

nounced the message with theIHAVE-message
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5 Addressing and Security

Each TN in the HikerNet can be identified by a
unique name. For the H-nodes this unique name
is used to address messages. Additionally, each
H-node has a public and private key pair attached.
which is used for identification and encryption. A
central data base over H-nodes and their public keys
is available in order to check, whether addresses are
authentic.

Note that addresses for sender or receiver can be
available several times in the HikerNet, without en-
dangering the function of the system. In this case
messages can arrive at one or more of the receivers
with equal address nondeterministically.

5.1 Security Issues

The key aspects for information security are to pre-
serve the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
the information in an organisation or system [3]. For
the HikerNet the following security issues must be
regarded:

• Traceability/Authenticity: Is the sender really
the one he claims to be.

• Anti-Spam: Identification of the sender is nec-
essary in order to prepare measures to avoid
spam.

• Privacy: Messages should be encrypted in or-
der to ensure privacy, since messages pass
through many untrusted hosts.

• Data of the operation of the HikerNet could
reveal information on the user, e.g., the posi-
tion of a hiker, and who he communicates with.
This leak-information must be kept at a mini-
mum.12

• It is a design goal of the HikerNet that a node
at maximum only can be as malicious as if this
node would not exist at all.

• Authentication is important, since billing could
be possible at e.g., gateways to other services.

• Messages can only be read when the correct
keys are available. Therefore, messages can-
not be unpacked in the N-nodes, while H-nodes
can only unpack messages addressed to them.

12Most information can be encrypted in the inner envelopes. The
To-address is currently not encrypted; however it is possible
to encrypt this To-address, too. Since a flooding-algorithm is
used the address can be encrypted using the private key of the
receiver, and only the receiver can decide whether he is the
correct recipient. See also the security issues of the Freenet
[4, 5].

5.2 Security Operation of HikerNet

A public key system using private and public keys,
and certificates is suitable for implementing a secu-
rity infrastructure for the HikerNet. The following
ideas support the security infrastructure:

• HikerNet IDs for sender and receiver have a
public and private key pair attached, which can
be used for encryption and authentication. This
makes a PKI (public key infrastructure) neces-
sary in order to build a chain of trust.

• A message, is encrypted using a session key,
which is sent encrypted with the sender’s pri-
vate key, and the receiver’s public key. To-
address, message id, and parameters of the for-
warding mechanism are sent openly.

• The HikerNet must establish reasonable level
of trust; therefore the key length does not need
to be very large.

• ACK messages contain the message id en-
crypted with the receivers private key. Using
the public key of the receiver of the original
message the ID can be checked to be authentic.

• ACK messages are checked for authenticity by
using the public key of the receiver of the orig-
inal message, which is available either in the
original message, the stored keys in the node,
or by requesting from the key server.

5.3 PKI

Since the HikerNet is based on an ad-hoc network,
and since the transport-time is an issue, the Hiker-
Net can only provide a reasonable level of security,
which is below the security requirements of other
systems. The challenge consists of the distribution
of the public keys, which can be retrieved from a
trusted host, with a known node name, and which
public key is given (e.g., at install time). All nodes
keep a list of public keys for nodes known to them.13

Public keys must be registered at the key server,
after a node is generated. Note, that the key server
can reject the node/key pair, when the node already
exists.

When a hiker sends a message, the H-node checks
whether the public key of the recipient is available.
If so, the message is encoded and sent. If the public
key of the recipient is not available, the message is
held back14, and a request for the key is sent to the

13Since public keys possibly can be renewed, it must be possible
to store multiple keys for one node for a while.

14Alternatively, the message could be sent unencrypted.
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Figure 2: Schematic view of a HikerNet message.

key server. When the key arrives the key is stored in
the H-node and used to encrypt the message.

The keys can be sent openly15, but with a certifi-
cate; alternatively the key can be sent encrypted with
the server’s private key, and the user’s public key.

When the key-pair changes, the key server is no-
tified, using the the previous key for encryption and
authentication.

6 Implementation

In order to study the HikerNet we implemented
some aspects of the HikerNet in the program
hnagent , which controls the contents and oper-
ations of a given node. The application is imple-
mented in C as a command-line tool. While the ac-
tions are given in the parameter list, the data in or out
is through stdin or stdout, to be used in a pipe. This
implements only one-way communication, from one
node to another, sending messages without prior ne-
gotiation. The use ofhnagent is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.

The implementation ofhnagent is done in C for
Linux, using the zlib and openssl libraries.

Thehnagent program can be used to implement
the HikerNet by using pen-drives (USB mass stor-
age devices) together with docking stations: Some
TN can be stored on pen drives, while other TN
are stored on stationary PCs. After inserting a pen-
drive containing a HikerNet node, and mounting it,
messages can be forwarded between a pen drive TN
and the local TN using a pipehnagent -i ...|
hnagent -o ... . Using the USB hotplug facil-
ity this can be automated, in order to make it easy
for users just to insert the pen-drive and wait until

15This would however, possibly reveal whom the sender is talk-
ing to. However, this helps the other nodes to know the public
key without the need to request it again, if possible.

the communication is finished. Gateways to Internet
mail can be included in the docking stations.

For using wireless protocols we introduce adap-
tors that communicate withhnagent by Unix-
pipes using the protocol described above. The adap-
tors send and/or receive messages using e.g., Blue-
tooth. For a proof of concept we implemented
the applicationudpadapter , which uses the UDP
protocol of the Internet.

7 Simulation of HikerNet

HikerNet has been simulated using the net of cabins
of the Hardangervidda, and the implementation with
hnagent . The detailed results can be found in [6].

Simulations done for a theoretical situation at the
Hardangervidda in Norway revealed that the Hiker-
Net works when more than 125 nodes are available,
and a TTL value of 10 is used. In the simulation 500
messages were sent out. According to our simula-
tions for more than 250 nodes after four days 45%
of the messages have arrived, after seven days 80%,
and after ten days nearly all messages have reached
their destination.

We also got indications that the HikerNet works
better when stationary nodes are introduced. This
effect could be used to introduce super-peers at the
cabins.

8 Related systems

An application for building infrastructure in rural ar-
eas based on similar thoughts has been described re-
cently [7]. Sensor networks, e.g., the ZebraNet [2],
are based on similar paradigms. The idea of using
the postal system as a generic digital communica-
tion mechanism is described in a recent publication
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Figure 3: Illustration of the use of hnagent.

[8].
The HikerNet is designed as a peer-to-peer (P2P)

system (see e.g., [9, 10]) applied to message ex-
change. The major property of a P2P system sug-
gests that mostly partners with equal properties are
involved in solving a problem. For message passing
this paradigm suggests the use of many smaller de-
vices rather than a client-server system. The client-
server paradigm is used in today’s Internet email,
even though former implementations of email ser-
vices, e.g., UUCP email, Fidonet, the USENET,
were indeed implemented as P2P systems.

TheFreenet[4, 5, 11] is used for content distribu-
tion (vs. message distribution in the HikerNet), with
an emphasis of protecting the free speech and pri-
vacy of author and recipient. In the Freenet data are
replicated and stored on several nodes. However,
since only a part of the available data are stored on
one node, data can disappear when requested less
often, which can make less often used documents
disappear from Freenet.

The so calledEternity Services[12] are an appli-
cation of P2P to storage. These store data for long
time periods. Because of their distributed nature,
data replication and dispersion the storage method
is suited for long terms, and beyond the access of
someone wanting to remove the data.

Gnutella (see e.g., Chapter 8 of [9]) is a peer-to-
peer service for file-sharing. The Gnutella-protocol
has a search method which is based on viral prop-
agation of the file query, while the content distri-
bution as such follows a client-server paradigm us-
ing the HTTP-protocol. In order to prevent over-
load situations the Gnutella protocol uses a TTL pa-
rameter and a message ID in order to avoid that the
same message is propagated several times. Interest-
ing thoughts about scalability in the Gnutella Net-
work are outlined in [13].

9 Conclusions and Future
Work

Parts of this proposal for the HikerNet have been
implemented in a prototype, and some aspects have
been simulated. Other situations that cover situa-
tions beyond the cases covered in [6] must be per-
formed, e.g., situations in densely populated areas
like cities.

The current implementation lacks the security in-
frastructure, which must undergo a proof of con-
cept. The implementation in real devices, e.g., mo-
bile phones will be necessary prior to a field test.

On the theoretical side optimisations to the proto-
col must be designed, Especially issues like power
saving must be looked at, since the battery capacity
of devices is limited.
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